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The origins of Freemasonry are obscure with claims often taking on mythical proportions
depending upon source material and promotional backing. Our contemporary concept of
Freemasonry however began in England in 1717 with the development of Modern Freemasonry.
Prior to that date the secret passwords, rituals, obligations and signals used for recognition varied
from lodge to lodge. Masons visiting from England could not be relied upon to be able to
convey the secret password in an Irish lodge let alone anywhere else in the Empire. Faced with
this problem the Grand Lodge of England standardized the first three degrees called the Blue
Lodge degrees known as the Ancient and Accepted Rite of Freemasonry. This modern
innovation consolidated the Masonic membership into a unified Brotherhood under the concept
of Universal Freemasonry founded by the Mother Lodge in London. As every Mason must be
duly obligated in the Blue Lodge degrees this standardization of Masonic ritual was imperative
for global networking wherever Freemasonry began to take root. The obligation is what binds all
Masonic brethren into a cohesive group in which national, political and religious boundaries are
non-existent. Mason’s bind themselves into obedience to the Brotherhood by oaths to the god of
Freemasonry called The Great Architect Of The Universe. The significance of Freemasonry’s
Great Architect can be examined in our article Architect Of The Capital where he is shown on
display in the Prayer Room of the White House and on the U.S. one dollar bill. Our 5-page
article First Lodge Night examines the Architect’s identity and what Masons actually bind
themselves to in their Masonic rituals.
Few Masons understand the significance of Masonic obligation or how this impacts themselves
and the lives of others. Most Masons choose to ignore any agenda other than a personal agenda
accessing ‘the benefits of the lodge’ through Masonic membership. In particular situations, if
required, Masons have the ability to move from nation to nation protected wherever they go or
wherever they are sent. Finances, even a new identity can easily be provided when necessary.
On occasion murder and treason have been linked to Masonic manipulation where Masons have
been moved beyond the reach of jurisdictions avoiding Masonic implication. As a secret society
members have sworn to protect the Masonic Order upon penalty of death and mutilation in
various rituals. An example of these things involving Masonic murder with manipulation by the
courts can be viewed in Appendix ‘C’, The Murder of Captain William Morgan from The Court
System And Freemasonry. When the aspect of being a secret society is brought into question
Masonic authorities respond by saying, “Freemasonry is not a secret society but a society that
has secrets.” Masons in every level of government and judiciary affirm this to be true erecting
barriers that would otherwise expose their positions of power and jeopardize the financial
incentives attached. To hinder any investigation of its activities Masons elevate themselves into
the highest positions of authority including communications and governmental censorship. Not
only does this consolidate security for the Masonic lodge it also protects each Mason from
scandal or criminal prosecution that would tarnish the public image of Freemasonry. Even if a
prosecution process occurs Masonic authorities are in place working with media to assist with
containment and damage control.
Canada, the U.S.A. and most countries in the world share a historical heritage involving
Freemasonry. In the U.S.A. alone almost half the U.S. Presidents were Masons under Masonic
obligation. Masonic authorities proclaim that America’s Masonic heritage has a direct
relationship to its achievements and greatness. In response we only have to look to the many
South American Masonically controlled dictatorships with power to the Masons and poverty for
the people. In this context we see that Freemasonry enslaves nations where it is not opposed.
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Rather than making America great it needs to be recognized how much greater America could
have been without Masonic manipulation. When the new nation of America was being formed
the Masons involved fought for it to be called the Free Masonic Republic of America.
Scripturally inspired Christians joined with others opposing the Masonic agenda fighting for the
new nation to be called the United States of America. Without these patriots America would
now be a third world dictatorship if Freemasonry had achieved control of America. Canada if it
even existed would have also have been relegated to this same status serving the Masonic agenda
existing throughout South America.
Canada and the U.S.A. are two nations sharing a British heritage founded in the Scriptural
principles upon which our nations were formed. This Christian heritage was extended to others
seeking refuge from oppression willing to resist Masonic corruption tainting nations globally.
After analyzing the state of nations from Mexico down into the Masonically dominated nations
of South America we quickly recognize Freemasonry for what it is. A destructive forces in
every nation it touches. America is a great nation because of the men and women who fought
against Masonic influence. People who responded to George Washington’s warnings about the
secret societies. We have an article George Washington And Freemasonry that looks at his
relationship with Freemasonry contrary to myths Masons have created. Using Canada as a
reference everything that applies to the people of Canada applies equally well within other
nations. The more significant correlations would of course apply within British Commonwealth
countries and those nations who were once part of the British Empire including America prior to
independence. Much of the information used to analyze Masonic interference in Canada comes
from information gathered concerning Masonic interference in the U.S.A. We can look at the
U.S. courts exploited by Masonic manipulation and apply what we learn in an examination of
our Canadian courts. This is done in our free print ready manual The Court System And Freemasonry to expose corruption in the Canadian judicial system as well as in the U.S.A. Through
materials such as this it becomes readily apparent that Canadians and Americans are subjected to
criminal abuse by the courts from Masons exercising their self-serving Masonic obligations.
This violation of our Constitutional rights is even more disturbing when we learn that there are
no safeguards in our Constitutions, such as in Britain despite their enforcement issues, to protect
our rights and freedoms.
When a self-serving, self-obligated, criminal element is allowed to occupy the highest levels of
our courts questions must be asked with answers demanded from those who tolerate corruption
in our courts. When Masons go to court they pre-arrange to be judged by a brother Mason sworn
to protect them in all matters including murder and treason in the higher degrees. In disputes
involving Masons their cases, whether property or criminal matters, are decided prior to court
proceedings. This is defined as conspiracy when judicial matters are manipulated even though
Masons commit these criminal acts every day in Canada, America and around the world
wherever Freemasonry has not been opposed. Since Masons arbitrarily circumvent law and
order they represent a subversive force in society corrupting all notions involving the existence
of a law-abiding society. Laws have no effect involving Freemasonry or the ability to protect
those criminally abused by Masons. When we learn that many of our political leaders are
Masons obligated to the Brotherhood rather than serving the people of Canada and America we
begin to understand these leaders who do nothing. Our leaders who work in secrecy and in
conjunction with their Masonic brethren through the courts to conspire against our Constitutional
rights. Authorities who work together in the Brotherhood to protect each other while reaping
huge monetary rewards through criminal conspiracy without any accountability or fear of
prosecution. One leg of this conspiracy takes care of the political aspects while the other
presides over any legal challenges.
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The nations of Canada and America are not free or democratic when our political and legal
systems have been compromised by members of the secret societies. When members of the
secret societies have the power to subvert any examination of criminal activity and when
these members exercise greater power than the Constitution our nations are corrupt.
When Canada and America are called free and democratic it’s only an illusion shielding those
without accountability for their activities. The following are only a few examples of Masonic
manipulation under protection of our courts within the governments of Canada and the U.S.A.
which is applicable to most other nations.
Business and the competition process.
government contracting
consulting and mediation
public sector contracting
contract negotiation
private sector contracting
contract bids; open and closed
construction contracts
contract selection
military contracts
government grants
This list could be expanded by volumes affected by:
banking
real estate
venture capital
expropriation
pension funds
land speculation
utilities
assessment
investments
re-zoning
wage control
by laws
Promotional process.
job promotion
management position
executive position
military commission

budget overrides
kickbacks
bribes
racketeering
extortion

stock market manipulation
commodities
financial fraud
appraisals
management
marketing

corporate structuring
regional structuring
political structuring
municipal manipulation

The pharmaceuticals provide some examples of multinational patronage
research facilities
stock market promotion
patient approval
research grants
testing bias
patient grants
government approval
inflated drug costs
patient extension
outsourcing
price fixing
patient protection
Patronage.
sponsorship
tax exemption
insider trading
bailouts

CEO wage packages
material and resources
supplies
labor relations

communications
media
sports
franchising

Various institutions regularly promote themselves as having insider influence. They do this in a
variety of ways including the use of symbols the average person wouldn’t recognize to avoid any
complications arising from patronage issues, etc.
An example is the International Association Of Machinists And Aerospace Workers who
generate considerable insider influence with political patronage avoiding the competition
process.
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Think of a globally connected network of men obligated in Freemasonry creating affiliated
organizations including women’s groups subject to Masonic authority. These affiliated
organizations range from the service groups focused on commendable social and charitable
functions to organizations with Mafia driven connections. Even though many members of the
service groups are unaware of Masonic affiliation they ultimately exist for a purpose whether to
extend a community network or to serve as a source of recruitment. Once recruited these men
and women are obligated to freely share every aspect of your private affairs, business, banking,
medical and confidential information. Men who have joint access to your social security,
financial records, military records including any recorded information regarding even your
personal family history. Men who direct financial institutions effecting the global economy, the
secret services, governmental affairs nationally and internationally. Apply this to what we know
about Masonic obligation operating in the courts and we begin to understand the corruption in
society effecting all of our lives. Due to their insider knowledge with all the power this gives to
Masons they are able to enter politics at every level of government. Once in positions of
authority they promote Masonic brethren into lucrative positions creating solidarity throughout
the ranks of power.
Every society that tolerates corruption incurs great cost within its social structure. Relying on
governmental agencies to function lawfully the reigns of power are held by those obligated to a
subversive agent compromising the welfare of nations. Regarding work equality there are men
and women promoted for their loyalty to the Architect who are less qualified to meet the
performance standards of a job. Others who are grossly incompetent. In Canada the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police force has been a symbol of integrity and national pride. Through the
promotion of incompetent Masonic leadership ongoing scandal and negligence including the Air
India disaster has reduced this once highly regarded agency into a source of international
disgrace. If we consider how this effects just our emergency and medical services we can relate
cost in relation to that of human life. In England for example investigations have attempted to
determine how prevalent the deaths of children were at a children’s hospital due to Masonic
affiliation. Attempting to overcome Masonic solidarity investigators want to know what role
incompetent Masonic surgeons had in deaths of children under their care. Masonic
administration in tandem with those in the ranks of power has been formidable while those
responsible were transferred or provided other forms of protection. When we recognize that
children suffer and die due to Masonic patronage we understand that our co-existence with
corruption costs the lives of those unable to defend themselves. A nation surrendering its social
conscience has denied advocacy for its children. In response to threat involving Masonic
corruption there are those coming forward defending their nations, Ukrainian MP Taras
Chornovil has submitted a Bill to Parliament attaching criminal responsibility in their Criminal
Code to make Masonic membership punishable with prison terms of up to three years. The Bill
also reads that Masonic members who are civil servants, law enforcement or military personnel
must be jailed for three to seven years. Jail sentences of ten to fifteen years where membership
in Masonic organizations has caused death. Mosnews.com 11 news
When those like MP Taras Chornovil have come forward along with MP’s in England defending
their nations we have an opportunity to believe in the reality of a free and democratic nation
provided we are willing to do the same. To reinstate our Constitutional rights and freedoms we
must be willing to firmly ask our political leaders what it’ll take for them to acknowledge that
corruption is a crime that won’t be tolerated. When political leaders refuse to act they have made
themselves complicit with crime defined by the Criminal Code in each of their nations. In
Canada, ignoring criminal activity has reduced the RCMP to that of incompetency, corrupted our
courts and endangered the lives of children. When Masonic judges are unrestrained in their
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ability to set rapists and child molesters free to repeat their crimes; when political leaders are
more concerned for their political careers than the lives that could be spared by taking a stand for
truth and justice we live in a corrupt nation. The existence of corruption in Canada is expanded
upon in our article Canada And Freemasonry. While we could conclude that the moral values of
our politicians in Canada and America are non-existent this is not the case. Factors involving
fear and apathy have challenged the morality many of our political leaders would otherwise
exemplify. Freemasonry is a powerful force that few are willing to stand against. However,
choosing to remain silent, complicit with darkness, has a cost for each individual who chooses to
ignore His call to administrate justice. It should be acknowledged however, that in relation to
many of our political leaders around the world, they are astute in waiting for the opportunity to
step forward with their political power intact and effective for the time in which they are called.
Political leaders who are fearful and apathetic will be challenged by them to also step forward
rejecting criminal corruption in their nations.
Currently in North America when American children are subjected to abuse and threat to life for
prolonged periods mental stability can be seriously challenged. When these conditions are
sanctioned by Masons in politics and judiciary America has lost all claim of having a social
conscience in relation to corruption and its violation of human rights. The American concept of
justice is compromised by criminal corruption when their children can be threatened by Masons
in authority. Free and democratic nations will not tolerate this, as does America. Although I am
grateful to Canada for intervening on behalf of my son I am disappointed in Canadian officials
who have not come forward like those in the Ukraine and England. Those in political positions
who could oppose corruption in the Canadian political ranks of power. Even one Canadian MP
who would fight towards a free and democratic nation with protection for our children. Attached
is a copy of a letter directed to Queen Elizabeth II for those who receive and respond to concerns
on her behalf. My experience with justice in North America is that it’s ignored when our
political leaders and our courts are part of the problem due to Masonic membership or fear of
political reprisal. My letter is therefore directed to authority in England asking recognition for
Canadian and American children unable to defend themselves, abused while corruption is
ignored. I can only ask that the liberty taken in making this letter public will be considered in
relation to the needs of our children in seeking voices to defend them. Voices that would defend
justice for everyone.
Letter: Queen Elizabeth II
Note: If you have received this article in a print format the internet live links such as Letter:
Queen Elizabeth II will not function unless you have received it by e-mail or go to this
article on our website to establish an internet connection.
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